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Thee central question of this thesis deals with the optimal design of tax 
andd education policies. How progressive should the income tax be? 
Shouldd we subsidize education? How should investments in human capital 
bee financed? These are non-trivial issues because first-best economics 
(perfectt markets, no Information problems, and no distributional Issues) 
doess not give the right answers. In reality, the government has no perfect 
controll over the economy In order to achieve first-best Second-best 
considerationss are therefore important and trade-offs appear, such as 
thee trade-off between equity and efficiency. 

Theoreticall models are developed with human capital formation, inequality 
andd distortions In the economy. Various counter intuitive results are 
obtained.. For example, If capital and Insurance markets fall, the optimal 
taxx system Is actually progressive for pure efficiency reasons. This runs 
counterr to the idea that taxes are solely dlstortionary. Also, both regressive 
educationn subsidies and progressive Income taxes are part of the optimal 
taxx system. Standard arguments cannot explain why this government 
policyy Is so commonly observed. Furthermore, education should be 
financedd through a public equity participation scheme where governments 
buyy shares In graduates human capital In exchange for a claim on future 
earnings.. Welfare can be improved because current policies to subsidize 
educationn are not an optimal policy response to falling capital and 
Insurancee markets. 
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